
Warm-up pages (red)

Starting a new topic.

Work pages

On the main pages 

you can find easy 

texts and interesting 

material.

Skill pages (blue)

Important geography 

skills step by step.

Orientation pages 

(orange)

Focus on language 

and put important 

information from the 

unit into context

Exercise pages (green)

Practise language, 

geography and skill 

tasks and find out 

what you know.

“This is my hometown Ilussiat. It’s on the 

west coast of Greenland. I live in one of 

the houses on the hill. The red building in 

the front is my school. It’s very cold up in 

the north, but we have a lot of fun in the 

snow and on the ice. We build igloos, play 

football  and ice hockey”

# 

Satz an Mediengestaltung 

 Laybild aus Word

Cold environments

Snow/ice Tundra Boreal forest

Tropic of Cancer

Equator

Tropic of Capricorn

Antarctic Circle

Arctic Circle

Erde, Kalte Zone, engl. (Breite 98,5 mm, Höhe 70,56 mm, 15.6.2009)

#104510 Global environments and climatic regions, S.20

$ Fririk‘s hometown Ilussiat.

Fririk

3

20

Different colours for special pages:

How to work with TERRA bilingual

The picture is a photograph. It 
shows a group of people with sleds 
and huskies.
In the foreground there is a long sled 
with lots of clothes and blankets on 
it. A group of about eight huskies 
is lying in front of the sled in the 
snow. Behind this sled further back 
there are two more sleds with dogs 
around them. Three or four people are 

standing around each sled. They are 
wearing very warm clothes and caps.
In the background there is a  village 
with about 60 houses. Snow covers 
the ground and the sun is shining.
It seems as if the people are just 
starting a sled trip with their  huskies. 
Maybe it is a race. I guess the 
picture was taken in Greenland because 
in this country sled races take place.

Step 1: Introduction

What kind of picture is it?

Have a look at the picture above. The 

phrases help you to talk or write about the 

picture.  Follow three steps: 

Describing pictures

In geography lessons 

you often work with 

pictures. There are many 

pictures in your book, and 

your teacher often uses 

them to show things. 

It is important to look 

at the pictures closely 

and to describe all the 

details. It gives you a lot 

of information about the 

people and the landscape 

where the pictures were 

taken. 

in the background

in the middle/centreon the left on the right

in the foreground
in the bottom 
left corner

in the top 
right corner

# Preparing for the sled race

$ A good description of picture 1

% An Inuit village around 1900

# Write a text about picture 3. Follow 

the three steps and use some of the 

words from the yellow boxes.

$ Choose one picture of the unit and talk 

about it with a partner. Take turns: you 

say a sentence, then your partner says a 

sentence. 

% Present your dialogue from activity 2 to 

the rest of the class. Your classmates have 

to guess which picture it is.

–  It’s a photo/a drawing/an illustration/ 

a cartoon/a clipart …

–  What’s the main subject?

–  It shows, illustrates …

Step 2: Describing the details

What people and things are in which part 

of the picture?

I can see … / There is / are …

–  in the foreground, background 

–  in the bottom left/right corner 

–  in the top left/right corner 

–  in the middle, at the top, at the 

bottom

Where exactly are the people/things?

–  in front of / behind

–  above   below

–  near/next to/opposite/further away

–  left of   right of

What are the people/things like?

–  colour: light green, dark brown

–  size:  large, big   small, little  

tall   short,  

huge   tiny  

round, square

What are the people wearing/doing?

–  They are wearing …

–  They are standing / sitting …

What’s the weather like?

–  The sun is shining   It’s raining   It’s 

cloudy / …

Step 3: Speculating

What do you think:

Where was the picture taken?

Who might the people be?

Why are they doing what they are doing?

–  I think / guess / suppose ….

–  Perhaps / Maybe / Probably …

–  It seems to me as if …

Cold environments
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You have just come back 

from a trip to the cold 

zone. You have learned a 

lot about Antarctica and 

the Arctic, the Inuit, the 

tundra and taiga and even 

about climate change, 

a lot of interesting 

information. This page 

will help you to structure 

all the important facts you 

heard and you revise the 

key vocabulary. 

A trip to the cold zone

# The mind map helps you to structure 

information.

 a)  Copy the mind map into your folder 

(figure 6).

 b)  Add the words from box 7 into the 

mind map.

 c)  Scan through the unit and add more 

words and phrases to complete it.

 d)  Look at the words  about cold 

environments for five minutes again. 

Then talk about the mind map with 

your partner. Use complete sentences 

and take turns.

$  Look at the pictures 2 – 5 and write 

down words and short phrases to 

describe the problem shown.

% Write a letter to your friend. 

  a)  Copy the beginning of letter 1 and fill 

in the gaps. 

 b)  Finish the letter by telling her / him 

about one of the problems on the 

pictures in more detail.

$ 

( 

Antarctic Treaty, 

big melt,

boreal forest

coniferous trees,

continent, 

depletion, 

frozen sea, 

Inuit, 

marshes, 

permafrost, 

research stations, 

shrubs and mosses, 

tourism

& 

% ' 

Date
Dear ... (name),
This is my first hello from a trip to ... (area, country, city in the cold 
zone).. I travelled here to... (reason). 
I‘ll add some pictures so you can imagine what it is like here. The ... (first, 
second,...) picture was taken in ... . It is a really interesting place. However, 
the region has also some problems. Let me tell you about one of them...
(Choose one picture and describe one problem in more detail).

# 

) Key words from the unit

to revise  

wiederholen

Cold environments
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/ Comparing satellite images

Look at the two NASA satellite images 

(figure 5). 

 a)  Use your atlas and find what out what 

continents are shown. 

Key words

Antarctica

Antarctic Treaty

Arctic

boreal coniferous forest

depletion

drift ice

global warming 

iceberg

ice shelf

inland ice

Inuit

pack ice

permafrost

pipeline

polar desert

sustainable use

taiga

tundra

+ Picture puzzle

 a)

 b)

 Using geographical skills

, Temperature diagram 

 The three graphs show the temperature 

lines of three places: in the polar desert, 

the tundra and the taiga. Say which line 

belongs to which zone and give reasons.

 Test your geographical knowledge

# Name the three vegetation zones of 

the polar region. 

$ List the three countries in the northern 

hemisphere which have the largest part 

of the cold zone.

% Comparing the size of the continents.  

a)  Name the continents that are larger 

than Antarctica.

 b)  Name the continents that are smaller 

than Antarctica.

& Which country does Greenland still 

belong to?

' Find the odd one out and give a  reason.

 a)  frozen sea – polar bear – penguin – 

North Pole

 b)  Greenland – Canada – Russia – Great 

Britain

 c)  research stations – nuclear weapons – 

tourists – scientists

 d)  bow and arrow – gun – harpoon – 

igloo

 e) rabbit – polar bear – caribou – musk ox 

 f) palm tree – pine – spruce – fir

( Tourism in Antarctica: Make a list of 

pros and cons.

) “More global warming, less polar 

bears.” Explain.

 Focus on language

* Find the word.

 a)  It’s made of steel and you transport oil 

and gas in it.

 b)  It breaks away from an ice shelf and is 

very dangerous for ships.

 c)  North of this line you find the Arctic on 

a globe.

 d)  The Inuit hunted seals with this 

weapon.

 e)  In this document you find agreements 

to protect Antarctica.

- Describing a cartoon

  Describe cartoon 2. Say what problem is 

being shown.

more greenhouse gases in the atmosphere

% Flow chart

' Satellite images 
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$

. Copy flow chart 3 into your folder and 

put the phrases in the right box.

#

1979

2003

darker waters 
absorb more heat

ice in polar region 
melts

rising 
sea level

flooding in many 
parts of the world

global 
warming

oceans become 
less salty

permafrost 
melts

& Phrases 

 b)  Compare the two satellite images and 

describe the changes between 1979 

and 2003.

methane gets 
into atmosphere

C

B

A
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Inuit  

Inuit

agriculture  

Landwirtschaft 

to hunt  

jagen

nomad  

Nomade

Inuit children like playing football or 

basketball. They wear modern clothes like 

jeans and baseball caps. At school they learn 

English. This helps them to understand 

the TV programmes they watch and the 

computer programmes they use; but they 

also need English to find a job when they 

are older. There are not many jobs in their 

villages. So they must leave their homes to 

look for a job in the next larger town.

… and today

Not many of the 100,000 Inuit who live today 

remember the life of their grandparents. 

Their life is completely different. They live 

in small coloured wooden houses called 

“matchboxes” with running water and 

electricity. They buy the things for their daily 

life in supermarkets and have motor vehicles  

to travel or transport things. For most of 

them hunting is only a leisure activity.

the seal which gave them everything they 

needed to survive. 

The Inuit didn’t only stay at one place. 

They moved around to follow the animals; 

they were nomads. On land they used dog 

sleds to transport things, on the water they 

travelled with kayaks.

In the past …

For thousands of years the Inuit have been 

living in areas around the Arctic Ocean. 

Agriculture is not possible there because 

it is too cold. In the past the Inuit only ate 

meat from the animals which they hunted. 

The most important animal for them was 

The Inuit – life in snow and ice

tent

hunter

sled

huskies

snow 
shoes

bow and arrow

harpoon

$ An Inuit village in 1904

% Seals are very important for the Inuit. & An Inuit hunting in a kayak.

# 

( 

) 

* 

' 

# Use map 1 and the atlas. Name the 

countries where Inuit live today.

$ Look at drawing 2 from 1904 and list 

ideas on how the Inuit lived a hundred 

years ago.

% Find out which things in  picture 2 the 

Inuit made from seals.

& Write down captions for each of the 

pictures 5 – 8.

' Read the texts about the life of the 

Inuit on pages 26, 27. Draw a table and 

compare the life in the past and today.

in the past today

food from  

animals

from animals 

and from the 

supermarket

learning ...

...

matchbox  

Streichholzschachtel

running water  

fließend Wasser

electricity  

Strom

vehicle  

Fahrzeug

leisure activity  

Freizeitbeschäftigung

igloo

Surf the net

A day in the life of an Inuit child

104510-0304

Listening

The Canadian Inuit

104510-03053

Cold environments
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Margin column:

The red arrow shows the 

way to another page in 

your book where you can 

find extra information.

You can find important 

vocabulary at the side of 

each page and in some 

pictures.

Page 18

Interpreting climate 

graphs

Appendix:

Important words from the 

book you often need in 

geography are explained 

in the appendix. 

Index: The words in bold 

print are explained in "key 

words explained".

You can look up words 

in the English – German 

word list. An example 

phrase shows you how to 

use the word in context.

Key words explained

A

Air pressure: The weight of air 

pressing down on the Earth’s surface. 

Antarctica: An area south of the 

Antarctic Circle. Ice is on most of the 

continent. It is surrounded by South 

America, Africa and Australia. 

Antarctic Circle: The  latitude at 

66.5°N.

Arctic: An area north of the  Arctic 

Circle. It consists of  the Arctic Sea, 

the northern parts of America, Asia 

and Europe.

Arctic Circle: The  latitude at 

66.5°S.

Aseasonal climate: Regions between 

the  Tropic of Cancer and the 

 Tropic of Capricorn don‘t have 

any seasons. There are no big 

temperature changes during the year 

but during the day. 

Atmosphere: The Earth‘s atmosphere  

is a layer of gases (water vapour, 

carbon dioxide, methane, ozone, 

nitrous oxide). It protects the Earth 

from dangerous short waves (  

UV waves). The atmosphere consists 

of different layers:  troposphere, 

stratosphere, mesosphere, 

thermosphere. 

B

Biosphere: It is part of the  

geosphere. It is the home of people, 

plants and animals. 

Black earth: It is a very fertile soil. 

with dark brown or black colour. It 

often developed on  loess. 

Boerde: An area of very fertile land 

mainly in the middle of Germany. 

The soil consists of  loess. Mainly 

wheat and sugar beet is cultivated.

Boreal forest:  Taiga

D

Deforestation: Cutting down forest 

to use the area for agriculture or 

settlement. 

Desertification: Desertification is the 

spreading of deserts. Reasons are 

human influence but also natural 

causes. Most of the time it is a 

combination of both.

Drought: It is a dry period where a 

region doesn’t get any or only little 

rainfall.

Drift ice: Pieces of floating ice on 

rivers, lakes or oceans.

Drip irrigation: An effective form 

of irrigation where water is lead 

through a pipe directly to the plant.

Dry savanna:   savanna

Dry season: A period with little or no 

precipitation in the semi - humid and 

subtropical areas of the world.

E

Ecosystem: An ecosystem is a group 

of living things like plants, smaller 

organisms and animals in one area.

They interact with non - living 

things like the soil, sun, earth, 

atmosphere or the  weather.

Emergent layer: The layer with the 

highest of all trees in the tropical 

rainforest. They can be up to 60 m 

high.

Epiphyte: Plants which don’t have 

roots and grow on trunks and 

branches, like. orchids. 

Equatorial rainforest: The tropical 

rainforest can be found between the 

 Tropic of Cancer and the 

Tropic of Capricorn. Trees in the forest 

keep their leaves all year. It is an 

evergreen forest. Every rainforest can 

have between 3 and 5 layers. 

C

Canopy layer: One of the layers of 

the tropical rainforest. Trees can be 

up to 45 m high and form a “roof“. 

There are a lot of different plants and 

animals in this layer. 

Carbon dioxide: Is a  greenhouse 

gas which can be found in the  

atmosphere in small amounts. 

The burning of fossil fuels leads 

to a higher amount of  carbon 

dioxide in the atmosphere. More 

carbon dioxide means a higher global 

temperature (  global warming). 

Coastal desert: Coastal deserts are 

always at the coast of landmasses. 

Famous examples are the Namib in 

Africa and the Atacama in Chile.

Condensation: Water vapour rises, 

gets cold and changes back from gas 

into liquid, forming clouds.

Climate: Is the average weather in a 

place. Weather data which was taken 

for about 30 years is used to describe 

the climate.

Climbers: Plants which have roots 

in the ground but use trees to climb 

towards the sunlight.

Cold zone: Zone in which the average 

annual temperature is below 0°C. 

Winters are long and cold. 

Continental climate: A climate which 

can be found in regions which are far 

away from the sea. Typical are hot 

summers, cold winters and little 

precipitation. 

Coriolis force: The Earth rotates, this 

has an effect on  wind. On the 

northern  hemisphere the Coriolis 

force shifts wind to the right and on 

the southern hemisphere to the left. 

Greenhouse gas: In the 

atmosphere there are some gases 

(water vapour, carbon dioxide, 

methane, ozone, nitrous oxide) in 

small amounts. They absorb radiation 

from the Sun. Without these 

our Earth would be much colder. 

Humans blow more and more   

greenhouse gases into the air which 

leads to global warming. 

Ground layer: Is the lowest of the 

tropical rainforest layers. It consists of 

the forest floor and the shrub layer. 

H

Hamada: It is an Arabic word and 

means “not fertile”. One can find big 

stones and rocks in this desert. 

Hemisphere: The  equator 

divides the planet into a northern 

and southern hemisphere. The word 

means “half sphere”.

High pressure area: Area with a 

higher pressure than the surrounding 

areas. In a high, air masses sink 

down, clouds disappear and there is a 

high solar radiation at daytime. 

Hydrosphere: One of the spheres 

which are part of the   geosphere. 

Water in all forms like rivers, ice, rain 

or lakes makes up the hydrosphere. 

I

Ice sheet: A thick mass of glacier ice 

on top of the land, for example in 

Greenland or Antarctica. 

Ice shelf: Can be found for example at 

the edge of the Anarctic. On top it is 

formed by   precipitation, on the 

bottom by sea water. 

Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITC):  

An area of low pressure where the 

 trade winds come together. The 

ITC follows  the   zenith of the 

sun.

Inuit: The   indigenous people of 

the   Arctic. In the past they lived 

from hunting and fishing. 

Irrigation: Irrigation means that 

water is put on soil. It is usually used 

to make crops and plants grow in dry 

areas and during periods without or 

only little rainfall.Two special forms 

of irrigation are  drip irrigation 

and  furrow irrigation. 

L

Latitude: It gives the location of 

a place north or south of the 

equator. On maps one can find lines 

of latitude which seem horizontal. 

The most famous line of latiude is the 

equator at 0° latitude.

Lee: The side opposite from where 

the  wind is blowing.

Lithosphere: Is the solid part of the 

Earth, e.g. where you stand on, where 

houses are built on etc. 

Loess: Is a yellow material blown in 

by the wind from the last ice age. 

Today it makes the soil in the  

Boerde fertile.

Low pressure area: Is a region where 

the pressure is lower than in the 

surrounding areas. It forms when 

warm air masses rise and leave low 

pressure at the ground.

Erg: Erg is the Arabic word for sandy 

desert. Sand dunes are formed by the 

 wind. 

Erosion:  Wind and water carry 

the soil or the surface of rocks away. 

Ethnic minority: A group of people 

who share the same culture 

(language, religion,...), history and 

have special rules living together. 

Evaporation: The change of water 

from liquid to gas. 

F

Furrow irrigation: A special form of 

 irrigation where water is put 

on fields in large furrows. Quite a 

lot of water is wasted through  

evaporation. 

G

Geosphere: The solid parts of the 

world and it is used together with 

 atmosphere,  hydrosphere 

and  biosphere to describe the 

system Earth.

Global climate model: Global climate 

models use a lot of numbers. They 

describe how the Earth works. 

Scientists use models to find out if 

less sea ice or more  greenhouse 

gases have an effect on earth. To do 

this they compare data from various 

years and can then say how our  

climate might change in the future. 

Global warming: The way 

temperatures around the world are 

rising. 

Greenhouse effect: The natural 

greenhouse effect keeps our Earth 

warm by reflecting sunlight back. We 

blow more and more  greenhouse 

gases in the air which will make the 

Earth even warmer. This is called the 

man - made greenhouse effect.
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matchbox 

Streichholzschachtel

running water 

fließend Wasser

tent

sled

huskies

snow 

bow and arrow

harpoon

Index

English German Example

A

absorb aufnehmen  The carbon dioxide absorbs the long wave radiation.

accumulation Ablagerung accumulation of sand

according to entsprechend according to his text

adapt anpassen Plants can adapt to the cold climate.

add addieren, hinzufügen to add some water

additional zusätzlich to find additional information

agriculture Landwirtschaft A lot of water is used for agriculture. 

aim Ziel The aim is to find an answer to the task.

air pressure Luftdruck The air pressure is less the higher you go.

allow erlauben It allows us to breathe.

amount Menge a huge amount of water

angle Winkel The sun shines in a right angle.

annual jährlich The annual precipitation of Berlin is 9.2°C.

Antarctic Circle Polarkreis The Antarctic Circle is the latitude at 66.5 north.

Arctic Arktis The Arctic Sea is in the Arctic.

Arctic Circle Polarkreis The Arctic Circle is the latitude at 66.5 south.

argon Argon Argon is an atmospheric gas.

arid trocken It is an arid region.

artificial künstlich an artificial newspaper article

aseasonal climate Tageszeitenklima The tropics have no seasons but an aseasonal climate.

atmosphere Atmosphäre The atmosphere is a thin layer of gases.

attention Aufmerksamkeit to get attention

attract anziehen to attract animal noises

average durchschnittlich The average temperature is ... .

axis Achse The Earth‘s axis is tilted.

B

bark Rinde The tree‘s bark is very thick.

barometer Barometer A barometer measures the air pressure. 

bauxite Bauxit a bauxite mine

biosphere Biosphäre In the biosphere all life takes place.

black earth Schwarzerde Black earth is a very fertile soil.

boil kochen to boil water

boot Stiefel I wear boots in the tropical rainforest.

boreal forest borealer Nadelwald Boreal forests are only in the northern hemisphere.

border Grenze on the border of Germany

boundary Grenze There are no boundaries between the spheres.

bow Bogen Inuit still use bow and arrow.

branch Zweig Trees have got branches.

breakdown Panne I had a car breakdown yesterday.

breath Atem(zug) Let‘s take a deep breath.

breathe atmen breathe in, breathe out

All words in bold print are terms you 

can find explained in the appendix. 

air pressure 12 - 14

Antarctica 22 - 25

Antarctic Circle 22

Antarctic Treaty 24

anthroposphere 7

Arctic 22f., 28f. 

Arctic Circle 22

Aseasonal climate 89

atmosphere 6 - 10, 12-14, 28f., 49

barometer 15

bauxite 95

biosphere 6f.

black earth 44

Boerde 40, 44

boreal forest 32f.

canopy layer 86f.

carbon dioxide 28, 49

cattle 73, 77, 95

coastal desert 54

climate 

climate graph 18f.

climbers 88

cold zone 20-39

continental climate 42

Coriolis force 96

deforestation 74, 79

desertification 72-75

drift ice 22

drip irrigation 46

drought 8, 49, 47, 72 - 74, 76

dry savanna 70

dry season 16, 68, 70, 73, 89f.

ecosystem 49, 81

emergent layer 86

epiphyte 88

equatorial rainforest 89

erg 55

erosion 44f., 55, 95

ethnic minority 58

evaporation 8, 46

fertilizer 45

flooding 

furrow irrigation 46

geosphere 6-8

slash and burn farming 93

solar radiation 12

South Pole 22

stranglers 88

stratosphere 13

taiga 32f.

temperate zone 40 - 45

thermometer 14f.

thermosphere 13

thorn savanna 70 - 72

transition zone 74

transpiration 8, 46

tropical rainy climates 82 - 101

Tropic of Cancer 16, 68, 69, 89

Tropic of Capricorn 16, 68, 89, 91

tropics 68. 89

troposphere 13f.

Tuareg 52, 58f.

tundra 30-31

ultraviolet waves 12

Yanomami 92f.

wadi 55

water cycle 8

weather 14f.

weathering 55

weather vane 15

wet savanna 70

wind 14

wind gauge 15

zenith 16, 68, 76

glacier 22, 48f.

global climate model 48

global warming 28f., 48

greenhouse effect 10, 12, 28

greenhouse gas 28f., 49

ground layer 86f.

gravity 6, 8

hamada 55

hemisphere 16

high pressure area 91, 96f.

hydrosphere 6f.

ice sheet 22

ice shelf 22

Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ)

 68, 76, 91

Inuit 26f., 35

iron ore 95

irrigation 8, 46f., 74

latitude 16f.

lee 54

lithosphere 6f.

loess 44

low pressure area 91, 96f.

maritime climate 42

mesosphere 13

methane 28f.

monsoon 89, 90

nomads 26, 58, 60, 72f.

North Pole 22

pack ice 22, 29

parasites 88

pedosphere 7

permafrost 29, 31

polar desert 54

polar region 22

precipitation

rain gauge 15

rain shadow desert 54

rainy season 16, 68, 70

raw material 24

resource 8f., 63, 70, 95 

Sahel 66 - 81

savanna 66 - 81 

season 16f.

semi - nomads 58, 73

serir 55

shifting cultivation 93
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Index

English German Example

A

absorb aufnehmen  The carbon dioxide absorbs the long wave radiation.

accumulation Ablagerung accumulation of sand

according to entsprechend according to his text

adapt anpassen Plants can adapt to the cold climate.

add addieren, hinzufügen to add some water

additional zusätzlich to find additional information

agriculture Landwirtschaft A lot of water is used for agriculture. 

aim Ziel The aim is to find an answer to the task.

air pressure Luftdruck The air pressure is less the higher you go.

allow erlauben It allows us to breathe.

amount Menge a huge amount of water

angle Winkel The sun shines in a right angle.

annual jährlich The annual precipitation of Berlin is 9.2°C.

Antarctic Circle Polarkreis The Antarctic Circle is the latitude at 66.5 north.

Arctic Arktis The Arctic Sea is in the Arctic.

Arctic Circle Polarkreis The Arctic Circle is the latitude at 66.5 south.

argon Argon Argon is an atmospheric gas.

arid trocken It is an arid region.

artificial künstlich an artificial newspaper article

aseasonal climate Tageszeitenklima The tropics have no seasons but an aseasonal climate.

atmosphere Atmosphäre The atmosphere is a thin layer of gases.

attention Aufmerksamkeit to get attention

attract anziehen to attract animal noises

average durchschnittlich The average temperature is ... .

axis Achse The Earth‘s axis is tilted.

B

bark Rinde The tree‘s bark is very thick.

barometer Barometer A barometer measures the air pressure. 

bauxite Bauxit a bauxite mine

biosphere Biosphäre In the biosphere all life takes place.

black earth Schwarzerde Black earth is a very fertile soil.

boil kochen to boil water

boot Stiefel I wear boots in the tropical rainforest.

boreal forest borealer Nadelwald Boreal forests are only in the northern hemisphere.

border Grenze on the border of Germany

boundary Grenze There are no boundaries between the spheres.

bow Bogen Inuit still use bow and arrow.

branch Zweig Trees have got branches.

breakdown Panne I had a car breakdown yesterday.

breath Atem(zug) Let‘s take a deep breath.

breathe atmen breathe in, breathe out

All words in bold print are terms you 

can find explained in the appendix. 

air pressure 12 - 14

Antarctica 22 - 25

Antarctic Circle 22

Antarctic Treaty 24

anthroposphere 7

Arctic 22f., 28f. 

Arctic Circle 22

Aseasonal climate 89

atmosphere 6 - 10, 12-14, 28f., 49

barometer 15

bauxite 95

biosphere 6f.

black earth 44

Boerde 40, 44

boreal forest 32f.

canopy layer 86f.

carbon dioxide 28, 49

cattle 73, 77, 95

coastal desert 54

climate 

climate graph 18f.

climbers 88

cold zone 20-39

continental climate 42

Coriolis force 96

deforestation 74, 79

desertification 72-75

drift ice 22

drip irrigation 46

drought 8, 49, 47, 72 - 74, 76

dry savanna 70

dry season 16, 68, 70, 73, 89f.

ecosystem 49, 81

emergent layer 86

epiphyte 88

equatorial rainforest 89

erg 55

erosion 44f., 55, 95

ethnic minority 58

evaporation 8, 46

fertilizer 45

flooding 

furrow irrigation 46

geosphere 6-8

slash and burn farming 93

solar radiation 12

South Pole 22

stranglers 88

stratosphere 13

taiga 32f.

temperate zone 40 - 45

thermometer 14f.

thermosphere 13

thorn savanna 70 - 72

transition zone 74

transpiration 8, 46

tropical rainy climates 82 - 101

Tropic of Cancer 16, 68, 69, 89

Tropic of Capricorn 16, 68, 89, 91

tropics 68. 89

troposphere 13f.

Tuareg 52, 58f.

tundra 30-31

ultraviolet waves 12

Yanomami 92f.

wadi 55

water cycle 8

weather 14f.

weathering 55

weather vane 15

wet savanna 70

wind 14

wind gauge 15

zenith 16, 68, 76

glacier 22, 48f.

global climate model 48

global warming 28f., 48

greenhouse effect 10, 12, 28

greenhouse gas 28f., 49

ground layer 86f.

gravity 6, 8

hamada 55

hemisphere 16

high pressure area 91, 96f.

hydrosphere 6f.

ice sheet 22

ice shelf 22

Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ)

 68, 76, 91

Inuit 26f., 35

iron ore 95

irrigation 8, 46f., 74

latitude 16f.

lee 54

lithosphere 6f.

loess 44

low pressure area 91, 96f.

maritime climate 42

mesosphere 13

methane 28f.

monsoon 89, 90

nomads 26, 58, 60, 72f.

North Pole 22

pack ice 22, 29

parasites 88

pedosphere 7

permafrost 29, 31

polar desert 54

polar region 22

precipitation

rain gauge 15

rain shadow desert 54

rainy season 16, 68, 70

raw material 24

resource 8f., 63, 70, 95 

Sahel 66 - 81

savanna 66 - 81 

season 16f.

semi - nomads 58, 73

serir 55

shifting cultivation 93
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Extra material on the Internet:

Online –  links show you the way to interesting 

information on www.klett.de/online.

You can choose between Listening, Surf the net, Extra 

material and worksheets on the topics..

Listening

Norilsk – an industrial ‚island‘ in the Siberian tundra

104510-0306

The online links are always at the top of each page. Just  

put the online – link in the search machine and you will 

find material on your topic.

104510-0306

Index

English German Example

A

absorb aufnehmen  The carbon dioxide absorbs the long wave radiation.

accumulation Ablagerung accumulation of sand

according to entsprechend according to his text

adapt anpassen Plants can adapt to the cold climate.

add addieren, hinzufügen to add some water

additional zusätzlich to find additional information

agriculture Landwirtschaft A lot of water is used for agriculture. 

aim Ziel The aim is to find an answer to the task.

air pressure Luftdruck The air pressure is less the higher you go.

allow erlauben It allows us to breathe.

amount Menge a huge amount of water

angle Winkel The sun shines in a right angle.

annual jährlich The annual precipitation of Berlin is 9.2°C.

Antarctic Circle Polarkreis The Antarctic Circle is the latitude at 66.5 north.

Arctic Arktis The Arctic Sea is in the Arctic.

Arctic Circle Polarkreis The Arctic Circle is the latitude at 66.5 south.

argon Argon Argon is an atmospheric gas.

arid trocken It is an arid region.

artificial künstlich an artificial newspaper article

aseasonal climate Tageszeitenklima The tropics have no seasons but an aseasonal climate.

atmosphere Atmosphäre The atmosphere is a thin layer of gases.

attention Aufmerksamkeit to get attention

attract anziehen to attract animal noises

average durchschnittlich The average temperature is ... .

axis Achse The Earth‘s axis is tilted.

B

bark Rinde The tree‘s bark is very thick.

barometer Barometer A barometer measures the air pressure. 

bauxite Bauxit a bauxite mine

biosphere Biosphäre In the biosphere all life takes place.

black earth Schwarzerde Black earth is a very fertile soil.

boil kochen to boil water

boot Stiefel I wear boots in the tropical rainforest.

boreal forest borealer Nadelwald Boreal forests are only in the northern hemisphere.

border Grenze on the border of Germany

boundary Grenze There are no boundaries between the spheres.

bow Bogen Inuit still use bow and arrow.

branch Zweig Trees have got branches.

breakdown Panne I had a car breakdown yesterday.

breath Atem(zug) Let‘s take a deep breath.

breathe atmen breathe in, breathe out

All words in bold print are terms you 

can find explained in the appendix. 

air pressure 12 - 14

Antarctica 22 - 25

Antarctic Circle 22

Antarctic Treaty 24

anthroposphere 7

Arctic 22f., 28f. 

Arctic Circle 22

Aseasonal climate 89

atmosphere 6 - 10, 12-14, 28f., 49

barometer 15

bauxite 95

biosphere 6f.

black earth 44

Boerde 40, 44

boreal forest 32f.

canopy layer 86f.

carbon dioxide 28, 49

cattle 73, 77, 95

coastal desert 54

climate 

climate graph 18f.

climbers 88

cold zone 20-39

continental climate 42

Coriolis force 96

deforestation 74, 79

desertification 72-75

drift ice 22

drip irrigation 46

drought 8, 49, 47, 72 - 74, 76

dry savanna 70

dry season 16, 68, 70, 73, 89f.

ecosystem 49, 81

emergent layer 86

epiphyte 88

equatorial rainforest 89

erg 55

erosion 44f., 55, 95

ethnic minority 58

evaporation 8, 46

fertilizer 45

flooding 

furrow irrigation 46

geosphere 6-8

slash and burn farming 93

solar radiation 12

South Pole 22

stranglers 88

stratosphere 13

taiga 32f.

temperate zone 40 - 45

thermometer 14f.

thermosphere 13

thorn savanna 70 - 72

transition zone 74

transpiration 8, 46

tropical rainy climates 82 - 101

Tropic of Cancer 16, 68, 69, 89

Tropic of Capricorn 16, 68, 89, 91

tropics 68. 89

troposphere 13f.

Tuareg 52, 58f.

tundra 30-31

ultraviolet waves 12

Yanomami 92f.

wadi 55

water cycle 8

weather 14f.

weathering 55

weather vane 15

wet savanna 70

wind 14

wind gauge 15

zenith 16, 68, 76

glacier 22, 48f.

global climate model 48

global warming 28f., 48

greenhouse effect 10, 12, 28

greenhouse gas 28f., 49

ground layer 86f.

gravity 6, 8

hamada 55

hemisphere 16

high pressure area 91, 96f.

hydrosphere 6f.

ice sheet 22

ice shelf 22

Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ)

 68, 76, 91

Inuit 26f., 35

iron ore 95

irrigation 8, 46f., 74

latitude 16f.

lee 54

lithosphere 6f.

loess 44

low pressure area 91, 96f.

maritime climate 42

mesosphere 13

methane 28f.

monsoon 89, 90

nomads 26, 58, 60, 72f.

North Pole 22

pack ice 22, 29

parasites 88

pedosphere 7

permafrost 29, 31

polar desert 54

polar region 22

precipitation

rain gauge 15

rain shadow desert 54

rainy season 16, 68, 70

raw material 24

resource 8f., 63, 70, 95 

Sahel 66 - 81

savanna 66 - 81 

season 16f.

semi - nomads 58, 73

serir 55

shifting cultivation 93
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Index

English German Example

A

absorb aufnehmen  The carbon dioxide absorbs the long wave radiation.

accumulation Ablagerung accumulation of sand

according to entsprechend according to his text

adapt anpassen Plants can adapt to the cold climate.

add addieren, hinzufügen to add some water

additional zusätzlich to find additional information

agriculture Landwirtschaft A lot of water is used for agriculture. 

aim Ziel The aim is to find an answer to the task.

air pressure Luftdruck The air pressure is less the higher you go.

allow erlauben It allows us to breathe.

amount Menge a huge amount of water

angle Winkel The sun shines in a right angle.

annual jährlich The annual precipitation of Berlin is 9.2°C.

Antarctic Circle Polarkreis The Antarctic Circle is the latitude at 66.5 north.

Arctic Arktis The Arctic Sea is in the Arctic.

Arctic Circle Polarkreis The Arctic Circle is the latitude at 66.5 south.

argon Argon Argon is an atmospheric gas.

arid trocken It is an arid region.

artificial künstlich an artificial newspaper article

aseasonal climate Tageszeitenklima The tropics have no seasons but an aseasonal climate.

atmosphere Atmosphäre The atmosphere is a thin layer of gases.

attention Aufmerksamkeit to get attention

attract anziehen to attract animal noises

average durchschnittlich The average temperature is ... .

axis Achse The Earth‘s axis is tilted.

B

bark Rinde The tree‘s bark is very thick.

barometer Barometer A barometer measures the air pressure. 

bauxite Bauxit a bauxite mine

biosphere Biosphäre In the biosphere all life takes place.

black earth Schwarzerde Black earth is a very fertile soil.

boil kochen to boil water

boot Stiefel I wear boots in the tropical rainforest.

boreal forest borealer Nadelwald Boreal forests are only in the northern hemisphere.

border Grenze on the border of Germany

boundary Grenze There are no boundaries between the spheres.

bow Bogen Inuit still use bow and arrow.

branch Zweig Trees have got branches.

breakdown Panne I had a car breakdown yesterday.

breath Atem(zug) Let‘s take a deep breath.

breathe atmen breathe in, breathe out

All words in bold print are terms you 

can find explained in the appendix. 

air pressure 12 - 14

Antarctica 22 - 25

Antarctic Circle 22

Antarctic Treaty 24

anthroposphere 7

Arctic 22f., 28f. 

Arctic Circle 22

Aseasonal climate 89

atmosphere 6 - 10, 12-14, 28f., 49

barometer 15

bauxite 95

biosphere 6f.

black earth 44

Boerde 40, 44

boreal forest 32f.

canopy layer 86f.

carbon dioxide 28, 49

cattle 73, 77, 95

coastal desert 54

climate 

climate graph 18f.

climbers 88

cold zone 20-39

continental climate 42

Coriolis force 96

deforestation 74, 79

desertification 72-75

drift ice 22

drip irrigation 46

drought 8, 49, 47, 72 - 74, 76

dry savanna 70

dry season 16, 68, 70, 73, 89f.

ecosystem 49, 81

emergent layer 86

epiphyte 88

equatorial rainforest 89

erg 55

erosion 44f., 55, 95

ethnic minority 58

evaporation 8, 46

fertilizer 45

flooding 

furrow irrigation 46

geosphere 6-8

slash and burn farming 93

solar radiation 12

South Pole 22

stranglers 88

stratosphere 13

taiga 32f.

temperate zone 40 - 45

thermometer 14f.

thermosphere 13

thorn savanna 70 - 72

transition zone 74

transpiration 8, 46

tropical rainy climates 82 - 101

Tropic of Cancer 16, 68, 69, 89

Tropic of Capricorn 16, 68, 89, 91

tropics 68. 89

troposphere 13f.

Tuareg 52, 58f.

tundra 30-31

ultraviolet waves 12

Yanomami 92f.

wadi 55

water cycle 8

weather 14f.

weathering 55

weather vane 15

wet savanna 70

wind 14

wind gauge 15

zenith 16, 68, 76

glacier 22, 48f.

global climate model 48

global warming 28f., 48

greenhouse effect 10, 12, 28

greenhouse gas 28f., 49

ground layer 86f.

gravity 6, 8

hamada 55

hemisphere 16

high pressure area 91, 96f.

hydrosphere 6f.

ice sheet 22

ice shelf 22

Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ)

 68, 76, 91

Inuit 26f., 35

iron ore 95

irrigation 8, 46f., 74

latitude 16f.

lee 54

lithosphere 6f.

loess 44

low pressure area 91, 96f.

maritime climate 42

mesosphere 13

methane 28f.

monsoon 89, 90

nomads 26, 58, 60, 72f.

North Pole 22

pack ice 22, 29

parasites 88

pedosphere 7

permafrost 29, 31

polar desert 54

polar region 22

precipitation

rain gauge 15

rain shadow desert 54

rainy season 16, 68, 70

raw material 24

resource 8f., 63, 70, 95 

Sahel 66 - 81

savanna 66 - 81 

season 16f.

semi - nomads 58, 73

serir 55

shifting cultivation 93
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Key:

TERRA SKILL

TERRAORIENTATION

TERRA TRAINING

Content

  1

Global environments and 
climatic regions 4

The earth – system and spheres 6

The water cycle 8

  2

Atmosphere and 
world climate 10

Atmosphere and solar radiation 12

Weather and climate 14

The seasons 16

Interpreting climate graphs 18

  3

Cold environments 20

Polar regions: Arctic and Antarctica 22

Antarctica in danger 24

The Inuit – Life in snow and ice 26

Will the polar bears die out? 28

Tundra – the empty land 30

Taiga – the snowy forest 32

Describing pictures 34

A trip to the cold zone 36

Training 38

  4

Temperate and 
subtropical zones 40

Cold in the north, warm in the 

south, wet in the west and 

dry in the east 42

Gone with the wind … 44

Living on the sunny side 46

Hotter, drier, wetter and more 

extreme – Climate change in Europe? 48

How to analyse charts 50

  5

Hot desert – Dry climates 52

Desert types 54

Life in the desert 56

Nomadic life – Joining the Tuareg 58

Green islands in the desert – Oases 60

How to present 62

Focus on deserts 64

Training 66

  6

Sahel, the fringe – Savanna 68

Rainy and dry seasons in savannas 70

Different types of savannas 72

Farming in the Sahel 74

Desertification 76

Lake Chad – a disappearing livelihood? 78

Dry areas in the world 80

Discussion: Fishbowl 82

  7

Very wet and very hot 84

Making holidays in a tropical resort 86

A dense, green and tall forest 88

Food chain and endangered species 90

Rain, rain, rain 92

Living in harmony with nature: 

the Yanomami 94

Destroying or saving our "green lung"? 96

Air pressure and winds in 

January and July 98

Working with thematic maps 100

Training 102

2  3


